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Sustainable Dairy Circle 
AN INVITATION TO COLLABORATE 

ON PROJECTS THAT CREATE A BETTER DAIRY FUTURE

P R O U D L Y  I N I T I A T E D  B Y



Sustainable Dairy Circle

Farmers input costs have increased and profit margins have diminished, farming
methodologies have become more complex, large investments are questioned
and confidence in farm investing continues to fall. Additionally, Australia's
climate volatility adds to production uncertainty and strong import competition
means domestic producers are competing.
Processors have invested heavily, however they're now struggling to fill their
plants. Processors are transporting milk to fill regional shortfalls. 
Consumers are increasingly questioning the attributes of their food. Consumers
also have changing preferences with milk alternatives becoming more popular.
Consumers increasingly care about people, communities and our planet.  

Our project mission is to mobilise a collaborative team of farmers, processors,
innovators and system thinkers to pioneer a sustainable dairy value-chain for
the Sunshine Coast.
 
The last 20 years have presented the Australian dairy industry with new challenges
making it difficult to farm profitably, attract and retain skilled people or introduce
new innovations. The dairy industry is under pressure, however there can be a
better way, with collaboration comes positive change. According to the Australian
Dairy Plan's Situation Analysis (May 2019), the following challenges were identified: 
 

 
The path to a better future will require concerted and sustained collective industry
action.
 
This is why, an open and collaborative group is forming - The Sustainable Diary
Circle of the Sunshine Coast.
 
This is why the initiators on the Sustainable Dairy Circle are openly inviting you to
join a collaborative team to solve these challenges.



Our Goals

Transform a broken supply chain
into a prosperous value chain by
removing pain points such as red
tape hurdles and innovating for

export markets.

TRANSITION TO VALUE CHAIN

By measuring and valuing our
natural assets; soil, water and
biology, we can optimise yield

and quality sustainably.

IMPROVE NATURAL CAPITAL
Transition from a linear to circular

system by designing out waste,
keeping non-renewable materials

in longer use and embracing
regenerative farming practices.

CREATE A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Through improved data
automation and transparency,

reduce regulatory intervention,
improve food safety and
commercial, provenance

assurance.

ADOPT NEW DIGITAL TOOLS
Promote data and knowledge
sharing to avoid duplication of

effort and to accelerate winning
ideas. Share stories with

consumers bridging the gap
between city and regional living.

SHARE KNOWLEDGE

Create new and engaging ways to
forge closer connections and build

empathy between consumers,
farmers, processors and distributors

across the value chain.

CONNECT WITH CONSUMERS

The Sustainable Dairy Circle is an open, inclusive collaboration of farmers, processors, innovators and systems thinkers who want to create
a better future together for the Australian Dairy Industry, starting with the Sunshine Coast.



Our Approach
CREATE BETTER

Observe: Put stakeholders at the centre of our observations:
producers, processors, distributors and consumers, so we can
deeply understand. 
Define the Problem: We analyse our observations to succinctly
define and frame our stakeholders problems. 
Ideate to Solve: We use creativity tools to generate as many
solution ideas as possible. 
Test and Experiment: Finally, we test our ideas early and often
so we can adjust as we learn. 

The purpose of the Sustainable Dairy Circle collaboration is to fix a
broken dairy supply chain.  The Sustainable Innovation Co. will be
guiding us through a 4-step innovation process that uses Design
Thinking tools and a sustainability framework. 
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Participate in a discovery
exercise to identify the key
problems across the dairy
supply chain with a focus

on the Sunshine Coast.

Discovery Workshop

Together, with industry
peers develop

solutions to create a
dairy value chain from

soil to consumer.

Creating Ideas
Workshop

Decide and align on 2 or 3
impactful and collaborative
projects, define the scope
of work for each, explore

funding and research
options.

Impact Workshop
Establish project execution

teams with well defined
problems, hypothesised
solutions, research and
impact goals. Prepare

pitches for funding.

Action

Our Sustainable Innovation Path

2 3 4 5

JUNE* JULY* AUGUST*MAY*

CREATE
BETTER

Please join a Livecast
Session via ZOOM (details
provided after registration)
on Wednesday April 15th
to learn and decide if you

would like to be a
collaborator.

Info Session

1

REGISTER
NOW

Due to COVID-19 these workshop may need to be held virtually, or outdoors for health and safety reasons.

https://sustainableinnovationco.com/pages/sustainable-dairy-circle


Openly Inviting 
All Farmers, Processors, Innovators, Policy Makers and
System Thinkers to collaborate. 
 
Date: Wednesday, 15th April 2020
Time: 10am to 11:30am
Where: Livecast Session via ZOOM (details provided
after registration) 
 
To collaborate register your interest today.
 
 

REGISTER
HERE



Meet the Initiators
Taking steps for a better dairy future



Sustainable Dairy Circle Initiators

JACQUELINE WILSON-SMITH

Sustainable Innovation Co.

Design-Led Innovator | Collaborator | Global Strategist 
Food Agility, Non-Executive Director

Co-Founder of FAN, immediate past Chair
APCO Circularity Panel

QLD Manufacturing Ministerial Committee
2017 Rural Woman's Award Recipient 

 
jws@sustainableinnovationco.com
www.sustainableinnovationco.com

0 408 997 437
 

JOHN MOOR

GrowMoor Biological

Biological farmer | Mentor | Consultant
Dairy farm owner

Rural Family Succession planner and facilitator
Strategic change strategist and innovator

Bachelor degree in Agricultural production
Certificate courses in Nutrition Farming

 
john@growmoorbiological.com.au
www.growmoorbiological.com.au

0449 887 875

TERRY STOKES

Centre for Growing Sustainability

Founding Director of NFP 
Centre for Growing Sustainability

CAO / Principal Training Coordinator GBI
Sustainable Futures Innovator

Certified Personal Development Coach
Certified Business Development Coach

 
treasurer@centreforgrowingsustainability.org

www.centreforgrowingsustainability.org
0499 483 779

DANNY HOOD

Global Boss International

Founder & CEO Global Boss International
Biological Farming Innovator

5th Generation Farmer
Sustainable Farming Educator

 
 
 

danny@bossaust.com
www.globalbossinternational.com

0418 795 531
 

https://sustainableinnovationco.com/
https://growmoorbiological.com.au/
http://centreforgrowingsustainability.org/
http://globalbossinternational.com/


Jacqueline Wilson-Smith
SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION COMPANY

Have you ever had a light bulb moment? An epiphany perhaps? In 2017, having spent the last 25 years innovating, creating and
marketing some of the world's most profitable new food products for global agrifood businesses, Jacqui had just that. An
epiphany. "I attended a TED talk and heard a Sea Sheperd Captain speak about the impact of plastic pollution in our seas and
organisations such as Parley were doing something about it, converting ocean plastic waste into shoes and clothing. I remember
walking away feeling inspired but also deflated, ineffective in my innovation job and was actually quite envious of this purposeful
work", Jacqui said.
 
"This feeling really struck a chord with me and it was something I couldn't shake. I knew I had to do better, not only for the planet
but for the people who walk it, including my children. From then on I sought out projects within my corporate workplace and
worked on the purpose led performance goals and globally led the sustainable packaging transition to eliminate 100% of non-
recyclable plastic and reduce our carbon footprint by 2025. McCormick has been named Barron's 2020 100 Most Sustainable
Companies List for the third consecutive year", Jacqui said. 
 
Inspired by others doing good in the world Jacqui launched Sustainable Innovation Company in 2019, dedicating the next 25 year
of her career to working with people, communities and organisations to establish real, sustainable change by creating better. 
 
Despite her corporate career and heavy list of accolades (she's held senior executive roles with McCormick, Gourmet Garden,
Mondelez-Kraft Foods, Constellation Brands, Hardy Wine Company and Buderim Ginger), Jacqui has a knack for not only talkin'
the talk but walkin' the walk and isn't afraid of getting her hands dirty, to really understand industry and consumer challenges. A
natural creative, problem solver, systems thinker, innovator and leader, Jacqui's passion for Sustainable Innovation allows her to
find the cracks in any industry and provide collaborative solutions to fix them. The dairy industry happens to be one of them.



John Moor
GROWMOOR

John Moor is a South African dairy farmer now living on the Sunshine Coast having immigrated to Australia five years ago. He brings a
wealth of experience and knowledge with him. John still owns and operates a biologically focused pasture based dairy business
milking 850 cows in South Africa. Current production and profitability figures put John’s dairy business in the top five percent of dairy
operations worldwide.
 
But it was not always like this. 15 years ago, John, like many dairy farmers on the Sunshine Coast and around the globe, was faced
with an industry on the brink of collapse; diminishing returns, spiralling costs and low milk prices were forcing farmers out of the
industry at an alarming rate. John believed there had to be a better way.
 
“What if a new model of collaboration, innovation and shifting the focus to what we could control and away from what was out of our
control was possible? This would bring back the fun and profitability, I remember thinking”, said John. “Maybe even a holiday!”
 
Together with a determined group of 15 other like-minded and equally desperate farmers they started the process to prosperity.
 
“15 people thinking, working and combining their different skills on the same problems must be better than one. If you look around
the world there are pockets of excellent in every industry, we found these and used them to build excellence in our own
businesses.”
 
“I've been very successful in what I've done, however it has not always been through my own ability but rather because I began
working with people and organisations in a more collaborative way” says John.
 
Inspired by his experience of doing things differently to achieve positive outcomes John doesn't just question whether there is a
better way, he knows there is and wants to share his knowledge and experience by collaborating with like-minded individuals and
businesses. John believes that together we can create a more sustainable and progressive dairy industry on the Sunshine Coast.



DECREASED IRRIGATION 
WATER BY 35%

INCREASED PASTURE
PRODUCTION FROM 7 T/DM
TO 28 T/DM PER HECTARE 

400% increase in dry matter production

John's Farm

John's Farm



INCREASED BUTTER FAT
BY 25%

 

INCREASED MILK YIELD
BY 25%

 

John's Farm

John's Farm



Terry Stokes
CENTRE FOR GROWING SUSTAINABILITY

Terry Stokes is an accountant by trade with a curious mind, big family and a passion for growing wholesome and nutritious
food. He understands the importance of shifting farming to a more sustainable and healthy future. Terry is the founding
director of the not-for-profit, Centre for Growing Sustainability, an eco-sustainability centre based on the Sunshine Coast,
Queensland with the sole purpose of providing an education portal and exemplar for growing food in a sustainable manner. 
 
The organisation's mission is to provide leadership in eco-sustainability with an aim to create a secure future, from the ground
up, by educating and inspiring people to consider soil health, naturally grown food and adopting sustainability in all areas of
life. 
 
Global food security has been identified by governments around the world as a serious issue humanity is going to face.
Centre for Growing Sustainability aims to deliver a positive and pro-active organisation that highlights and contributes to
finding solutions for these issues - think globally, act locally. That's why Centre for Growing Sustainability looks for projects to
support its vision of “Healthy Soil. Healthy People. Creating a secure future from the ground up”.
 
Centre for Growing Sustainability identified the struggle of the dairy industry and hopes to attract funding through its not-for-
profit status to initially help the Sunshine Coast dairy industry develop into an ongoing sustainable model. 
 
“Sustainability is not just about the environment. It’s also about human and animal welfare. An important cog in the
wheel of improved environmental outcomes is the profitability of farm operations so that they don’t have to take shortcuts in
productivity, profitability and protecting the land they love”. Terry said
 
Terry is encouraged by progress being made between its collaboration with the Sustainable Innovation Company, Growmoor
Biological and Global Boss International and can see a bright light emerging at the end of the tunnel for support for our local
dairy industry.



Danny Hood
GLOBAL BOSS INTERNATIONAL

Danny Hood is a 5th generation farmer armed with a passion for doing things better and a deep desire to help farmers from
all industries become more sustainable. Danny founded Global Boss International, an R&D and Agricultural Education
company focused on Bio Organic Sustainable Solutions. Danny is the CEO driving force in innovative systems for
sustainable, regenerative, organic and biological farming systems.
 
“It is well recognised that healthy soil is the foundation for good plant growth, but it takes time to reconstitute soils
damaged by chemicals or adversely affected by nature. My interest is in solving that time issue by rapidly promoting the
growth of soil biology and while doing so deliver the nutrients that plants need when, and in what quantities they require.
Soil health and plant nutrition result in superior crop, animal and human health. Building natural capital is critical to the
success of farming, no matter what sector, from soil health to growing nutritious fodder on farm” Danny said.
 
Global Boss International through its Training & Education division embarks on projects to find sustainable solutions for
problems in the agriculture industry. One of the industry sectors that is facing enormous challenges is the Dairy industry.
Danny and Global Boss International are working hard to help dairy operations become more sustainable and profitable. 
 
In this role, Global Boss International engages with experts in the field of sustainable and regenerative farming practices,
one of whom is dairy expert John Moor. Global Boss International have developed a working relationship with John due to
his expertise and outstanding results in sustainable dairying as well as our shared vision to promote understanding and
execution of regenerative, profitable and sustainable farming in the dairy industry.
 
"What John Moor was able to achieve with his group of 15 farmers in South Africa is inspiring and his process aligns
beautifully with producers on the Sunshine Coast. If we can get this to work here, there's no reason why we can't do this
nationally, and even all around the world", said Danny.



Openly Inviting 
All Farmers, Processors, Innovators, Policy Makers and
System Thinkers to collaborate. 
 
Date: Wednesday, 15th April 2020
Time: 10am to 11:30am
Where: Livecast Session via ZOOM (details provided
after registration) 
 
To collaborate register your interest today.
 
 

REGISTER
HERE


